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COCO FUSCO
Coco’s work identifies as social 
transformation pieces that cultivate 
awareness on the human condition.  She 
has a way of giving you a historical 
perspective through her medium that 
touches your senses and memory while 
drawing from previous artworks and 
poetry.  She depicts cultural 
representations of stately figure heads, 
journalists, and Cuban poets through her 
performance work.  Cocos later video 
work is transformative where as some of 
earlier performance works seem forceful 
in presentation, not polished-dull in its 
creative innovation.  Her video works 
touch on themes of ethnicity, and cultural 
urgency in poetic documentarian narrative 
form.  



Tehching Hsieh



Tehching Hsieh

If any artist knows about endurance it is is Hsieh, a Taiwanese artist who 
has created some of the most extreme performance art ever made. His 
work, mostly made in obscurity in a series of challenging one-year 
performances, was a precursor to the likes of Marina Abramović who 
acknowledges him as “the master” says Brigid Delaney from the Guardian.   
27 October 2017

Hseih states, “I’m afraid to take subway.”  and 
somehow he lives on the street for a whole 
year? What the hell is the purpose of this?

 I guess I find sanctuary in my alone space and want it to remain that way, not 
performative.  The contracts were with himself, although I did appreciate the 
Pauline Oliveros Witness Letter.  I still like the work, I just prefer meditation 
and yoga.  Sometimes durational work can be very hype driven.  meaning, the 
show becomes about the depth of watching someone sit and be a vessel for 
nothingness.  Its very yogic, I tend to love this aspect of it.  I dont like the HYPE 
ART behind it.  

contracts signed and witnessed, with the conditions certified by a lawyer.

I really find the timecard piece to be quite 
inventive and original, The concept has so 
much depth. 

Reflecting back on that experience, Hsieh says the most stressful part of the experience was not being clean. “‘You are dirty’ – people stay away – kids laugh at you. I am a clean person. That is peace to me.”

After 31 December 1999 he pledged never to make art again. 
I’m a sub artist. I’m a witness to a past crime scene and I can give you clues to this crime scene

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/review/tehching-hsieh-a-man-of-his-time/news-story/f31380fed167df47991d91d06b157475
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2017/oct/24/tehching-hsieh-extreme-performance-artist-i-give-you-clues-to-the


Tehching Hsieh
ART TIME, LIFE TIME: TEHCHING HSIEH

Andrew Cummings, ‘Art Time, Life Time: Tehching Hsieh’, Tate Research Centre: Asia Event Report, July 2018
One of these performances, Time Clock Piece (One 
Year Performance 1980–1981), involved punching a 
time clock every hour for a year. It was on display at 
Tate Modern until June 2018. Striking in his 
commitment to these physically and mentally 
gruelling works, Hsieh nonetheless remained in 
relative obscurity for the majority of his career.

Another significant theme that the artist took up is time. 
Hsieh outlined the premise which forms the basis of each 
of his one-year performances: that a fundamental 
‘precondition’ of all life is the passing of time, or that ‘life is 
a life sentence’.
Unsurprisingly, this recognition 
has coincided with Hsieh’s 
emergence from a self-imposed 
thirteen-year ‘exile’

Hsieh’s thirteen-year ‘disappearance’, which ended in 2000.

Why did this man go into exile for 13 years and what was the purpose of it?  Is any of it 
documented at all.  Is there any record of what his intention was in going into this exile?  His act in 

doing this still contributes to his conceptual lifestyle.

living as an illegal immigrant until he was granted amnesty in 1988.

https://www.tate.org.uk/research/research-centres/tate-research-centre-asia/event-report-tehching-hsieh
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hsieh-one-year-performance1980-1981-t13875
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hsieh-one-year-performance1980-1981-t13875
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hsieh-one-year-performance1980-1981-t13875


Linda M. Montano


“Each year, Linda wore one different 
monochromatic color corresponding to 
her seven chakras, switching from red, to 
orange to yellow throughout the 
rainbow.”  

Work is on meditation and 
duration, strength to keep 
attached the rules of the game 
they created themselves.



Nick Zedd


“Zedd is a legend among no-budget directors, called by some the King of Underground Film – a glowering scarecrow with blood-red hair and 
combat boots. But to the kids flying past him, toward Brooklyn, on fixed-gear bikes and skateboards, Zedd must have looked like a relic from 
downtown Manhattan’s crusty past, a middle-aged thrift-store rocker going the wrong way, geographically and culturally. “


Honestly, this guy reminds me of the bad boy type, reminds me of a punk guy I used to date in College that I had romantic life with. 
Furthermore, I simply cannot take his work seriously because it is so very badly produced.  My boyfriend in college was just as bad an actor 
as Nick Zedd.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRc2_-BCljQ


Kembra Phahler

 This person is actually a really innovative artist but I certainly disagree with the quote from this article and will explain why I disagree.  “Kembra 
Pfahler: ...if his camera is better. Bullshit! I believe good artwork "consists of nice ideas and content, not of technique really. Some people would not 
agree with this attitude, I know.”  I disagree because I believe if you have a strong technical practice, you can achieve anything creatively.  Anyone can 
execute on ideas, but its how you do it that people remember. 



Jessica Blinkhorn

Blinkhorn looked for ways to standout and began 
to excel in Art at the startling age of 3. Her 
mother noticed her abilities and her parents 
encouraged her creative growth by purchasing 
art supplies every birthday and Christmas.


Her work embodies concepts of people living 
with disabilities as she was diagnosed with she 
was diagnosed with spinal muscular atrophy 
when she was 3 years old. 


Collaborative with her audience members and 
surrenders her control to the outcome.


